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Abstract
In recent years, blockchains have gained popularity for transaction management beyond financial
transactions. The rise of blockchain technology is pushing contemporary boundaries and has the
capability to revolutionize many of our social and business processes. While verifying
transactions across publicly in a decentralized network, blockchains can maintain user
anonymity. These attributes make blockchain technology a perfect platform for transacting
democratic elections. This paper focuses on the technical feasibility and potential advantages of
blockchain voting systems as well as presenting an implemented proof of concept, named
Voteproject. On the surface, our research proves the technological viability of adapting blockchain
voting systems but also conceptually, Voteproject’s design represents a realistic solution to
realigning the balance of electoral power back to the citizens: restoring confidence in the
democratic process.

Introduction
The American democratic landscape is primed for reform. In the aftermath of the recent US presidential
election, we the people saw the uncertainty and doubt caused by a traditional digital voting systems. In
2016 alone, Crowdstrike, an information security company, identified two separate Russian
intelligenceaffiliated advanced persistent threats (APT) present within the DNC network [1]. As well as the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security confirmed Russian affiliated APTs attempted to hack election
related systems in 21 States [2]. It is only a matter of time until malicious actors successfully infiltrate the
US electoral process and voting systems. This problem will not solve itself without a change in digital
platform.
The United States of America is known for its democratic elected Government. However, its electoral
process has been historically plagued with accusations of illegitimacy stemming from a flawed registration
processes, inconsistent voter identification practices, voter fraud, voter restrictions, and a general lack of
transparency. In terms of information security, the most troubling of these issues is the current vulnerable
state of voting machine technology. Most electronic voting systems are black box, proprietary, and
average 10-15 years old [3]. Due to neglect and legacy software, they are riddled with vulnerabilities. Once
physical access was obtained, security experts at Defcon 25 exploited the system within 30 minutes [4].
The current method for electronic voting fails in all aspects of the information security ‘CIA’ triad:
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability.
Confidentiality & Integrity: In an analysis of a Diebold AccuVote-TS voting machine, showed that it
is vulnerable to extremely serious attacks. An attacker who obtained physical access to a machine or its
removable memory card could install malicious code to steal votes undetectably, modifying all records,
logs, and counters to be consistent with the fraudulent vote count it created [5].
Availability: Have you ever experienced long lines during election days? Due to limited supply and
system costs, voting machine kiosks create a ‘bottleneck’ during elections. Therefore, system failures have
a high probability of negatively impacting the electoral process and community engagement. Below are
actual examples computer errors reported in recent elections using U.S. voting systems [6]:
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Carteret County, North Carolina, November 2004: Software problems caused 4,438 electronic ballots to
be lost and never recovered. The vendor acknowledged responsibility for the loss.
Fairfax County, Virginia, November 2003: Testing ordered by a judge revealed the several voting
machines subtracted one in every hundred votes for the candidate who lost her seat on the school board.
Broward County, Florida, January 2004: 134 electronic ballots were blank in a one-race election held on
direct recording electronic (DRE) voting machines in which the margin of victory was 12 votes. Florida
law required a manual recount of the ballots, but that recount was impossible because there were no
physical ballots to recount.
Current voting practices are vulnerable to technical malfunction, system exploitation, and special interest
corruption. These reported cases were detected, but it is reasonable to assume this will continue to occur
and that the current system is compromised. It is only a matter of time until a major election is impacted
because of these issues. Voteproject would be a solution to update our democracy systems.

Figure 1 – Payment process: Current vs Bitcoin [24]

Related Work
In 2008, an alleged hacker with the alias Satoshi Nakamoto released a white paper titled Bitcoin: A
Peerto-Peer Electronic Cash System [7]. Conceptually establishing a new resilient, smart, and secure
decentralized ledger. Bitcoin and blockchain was not officially created until 2009 when Nakamoto mined
the first coins.

Bitcoin
This revolutionary idea cascaded into the current cryptocurrency environment of Bitcoin, Litecoin,
Ethereum to name a few; created an entire new form of democratized investment crowdfunding via Initial
Coin Offerings (ICO) [8]; and inspired many derivative works, such as IBM Blockchain services [9] and
Voteproject. At its core, Bitcoin is just a digital file that lists accounts and money like a ledger. A copy of
this file is maintained on every computer in the Bitcoin network. To send money a user will broadcast to
the entire Bitcoin network that the amount in a sender's account will go down and the amount in
receiver’s account will go up. Nodes in the Bitcoin network apply that transaction to their ledgers, and
pass on the transaction to other nodes within the network. This is an all-to-all communication structure
[10]. Figure 1 compares the contemporary design for issuing centralized payments and bitcoin’s
decentralized transaction design.
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Electronic Voting Service Using Blockchain
Published 2016 in the journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law, researchers Kibin Lee (Korea
University), Joshua I. James (Hallym University), Tekachew G. Ejeta (Korea University) and Hyoung J,
Kim (Korea University) proposed a potential voting model to conduct blockchain based elections [11].
Their design consisted of four (4) parts: An authentication organization, a trusted third party, a
blockchain network, and voters. They propose utilizing the current Bitcoin blockchain to process the
transactions. The decentralized database configuration allows for collaborative processing units, also
known as nodes, to maintain multiple copies of a transaction ledger instead of a single instance. Thus,
producing a more resilient and available system compared to our current centralized transaction
processing system. Essentially, every node within the network knows about each other transaction and
updates their ledger in near-real time. Adapting this approach, Voteproject maximizes availability in the
form of resilience and data integrity in the form of non-reputable copies into its design. Decentralized
networks render large scale denial-of-service attacks virtually useless.
1. A company or government does not need to operate an independent blockchain
2. There is less risk for transactions to be forged
3. Blockchain mining can incur a cost, but voters could receive a tax benefit for voting, thus
alleviating the costs of transaction fees while stimulating participation.
Voteproject was inspired by their research; however, ensuing citizen oversight over the transaction
process was a major concern. Therefore, our design does not require the use of the Bitcoin blockchain and
the trusted third party and authentication organization is the United States government.

Follow-My-Vote
Voteproject is not the only initiative to incorporate blockchain voting into democratic process. We
introduce to you the great minds behind the Follow-My-Vote project. Follow-My-Vote was born on the
4th of July in 2012, founded on the principles of freedom, as a tribute to the Founding Fathers of the
United States. A nonpartisan organization on a mission to change the world, it is in the works to develop
applications intended to improve elections around the world. They are developing a voting platform
utilizing Decentralized Autonomous Company (DAC) technology [12]. Follow-My-Vote provides end-toend transparency into the results of any and all elections hosted within it by utilizing the blockchain and
modern cryptography technology. With this voting DAC, their goal is to begin unlocking the black boxes
that elections are being hosted within today, allowing voters to audit election results while respecting each
voter’s right to privacy, in order to ensure that each vote in every election truly counts.

Background
In order to understand the impact of adopting a decentralized voting platform, it is important to explain
how the United States voting process currently operates.

Voting Process in the United States
Current United States democratic elections are centrally managed by each individual State. County
precincts begin the voting process by authenticating the voters and processing their votes. Further
complicating the process, all States and the District of Columbia have established alternatives for voters to
cast a ballot other than at their precinct polling station on Election Day, including absentee voting and
early voting. Voters generally cast their ballots at the polling places for the precincts to which they are
assigned by election authorities. For the purposes of in-person voting on Election Day, election authorities
subdivide local election jurisdictions into precincts. Absentee Voting has its own share of complications,
with variations on who may vote absentee, whether the voter needs to provide an excuse for requesting an
absentee ballot, the time frames for applying for and submitting absentee ballots, who may accept the
absentee ballot, and when those votes are announced. In addition to absentee voting, some States allow
early voting. In general, early voting allows voters from any precinct in the jurisdiction to cast their vote in
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person without providing an excuse before Election Day either at one specific location or at one of several
locations. Within the polling place, there are three stages in the voting process which is displayed in
Figure 2 [13].
Arrival: Poll workers manage the arrival of voters, which may include tasks such as greeting and
directing voters and assisting with questions
Check-in: Before voters can gain access to a voting booth, poll workers determine their eligibility to vote
by verifying their registration using voter lists or poll books: paper or electronic lists of individuals eligible
to vote within the voting precinct. In some states further proof of identification is required. This
additional proof usually is some form of picture identification as is found on current driver’s licenses.
This

Figure 2 – Voting Process in Polling Places on Election Day
requirement may cause the voter to be turned away if the election judges deems the proof of identification
is insufficient.
Marking and submitting ballots: Voters are directed to a voting booth to mark their ballots and then
submit the ballots for counting. The manner in which votes are cast and counted can vary depending on
the voting method and technology employed by the jurisdiction. Voting in the United States is a touchy
issue at best. The United States has a long history of restricting the vote to produce desired electoral
results. Each State writes their own voting laws and implementation processes. Unfortunately, state
voting laws are not standardized across the nation.
This presents unique challenges for those seeking technical solutions to streamline the voting process. In
addition to legal standardization challenges, most state procured voting systems are proprietary black box
systems that are created by for-profit companies, and often utilize non-secure privatized proprietary
software. Currently, most votes are cast and counted by one of two types of electronic voting systems:
direct recording electronic (DRE) systems and optical or digital scan systems.
DRE machines: These systems include the hardware and software used to define ballots, cast and count
votes, report or display election results, and maintain and produce a printed record of voters’ selections.
Optical or digital scanner: An optical scan system consists of computer-readable paper ballots,
appropriate marking devices, privacy booths, and a computerized tabulation device. Optical scan ballots
are marked using an appropriate writing instrument to fill in boxes or ovals next to a candidate’s name or
an issue. If ballots are counted at a central location using a central count optical scan, voters deposit their
ballots in a sealed box. If ballots are counted at the polling place using a precinct count optical scan, voters
or election officials feed ballots into the scanner for tabulation.
This is an obvious conflict of interest. For profit private companies cannot be expected to preserve the
democratic process. It is the role of the public to securing our votes from fraud, hackers, and special
interest groups must be provided by the public and with maximum transparency and oversight. When you
think about the voting process in the United States, voting essentially takes place in a black box, providing
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the voter with no assurance that their vote will actually be counted once their ballot has been cast.
VoteProject effectively replaces pre-existing electronic voting machines with a community auditable,
secure, and special

Figure 3 – Blockchain Transaction Process [7]
interest free platform. Voteproject utilizes the blockchain for processing and storing transaction records.
Obtaining basic knowledge of blockchain technology is imperative to understanding how Voteproject
operates.

Figure 4 - Simplified Block Structure [25]
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Blockchain
A blockchain is a shared decentralized ledger used to process, monitor, and verify electronic coin
transactions [14]. Essentially, Blockchains maintain the record of coin activity. Bitcoin and Voteproject
are alike in this respect because both platforms utilize an electronic coin. Similar to Bitcoins, Votecoins
are chains of digital signatures recorded by a blockchain.
Transactions: Transactions are the base layer of the blockchain. Each owner transfers a coin to the next
owner by digitally signing a hash of the previous transaction and the public key of the next owner and
adding these to the end of the coin. The important element about the transaction chain is the digital
signature found within each transaction. Each transaction inherits information from the previous
transaction. The signature hashes must match in order to ensure a valid and non-corrupt transaction
chain. Figure 3 shows the interconnection between each transaction and the necessary asymmetric
encryption.
Each transaction references the previous transaction. This reference is integrated into each transaction by
digitally signing the previous transaction. This means, the current transaction directly possesses specific
information of its previous transaction thus creating a transaction chain. Chaining the transactions in this
configuration reinforces the security of all transactions produced. This is known as the transaction chain
and is different from the blockchain.
Timestamp Server: Transactions are placed into groups called blocks, and linking those blocks
together called the blockchain. Transactions in the same block are considered to have happened at the
same time, and transactions not yet in a block are called “unconfirmed”. Unconfirmed transactions have
not yet been ordered and wait to be processed by the network. To begin the ordering process, a timestamp
server hashes a group of transaction information known as blocks, with the previous hashed block. During
this process, an official time stamp is also included. The timestamp acts as a unique identifier for verifying
block integrity and is widely published across the network. Figure 4 displays the contents of a block. Along
with a timestamp, within each block consists a block information, a nonce, a hash of the previous block,
and a Merkle root header. The time stamping process links the hash values of each block. Time stamped
blocks then can be verified based on its specific time. If any data in a block is modified, the hash value of
the block will be changed. Resulting in the hash of all blocks will be changed and all blocks from that point
in time and to the most recent block will be changed. The altered chain will not be accepted as a consistent
blockchain and will eventually be rejected. Although similar, the blockchain is different from the
transaction chain as previously discussed. The blockchain is used to order transactions. When compared
to the transaction chain, the blockchain’s purpose is to keep a log of how coin ownership changes. Within
the blockchain, each block has a reference to the previous block and this mechanic allows for the traversal
of transactions to the genesis of the bitcoin.
Merkle Tree: A Merkle tree, also known as a binary hash tree, is a data structure used for efficiently
summarizing and verifying the integrity of large sets of data. Merkle trees are binary trees containing
cryptographic hashes. The term "tree" is used in computer science to describe a branching data structure,
but these trees are usually displayed upside down with the "root" at the top and the "leaves" at the bottom
[15]. Each block contains the following:
•
•
•
•

Hashes of the current transactions within the block
A hash of the previous block
A timestamp
A nonce (an arbitrary number that can only be used once)

All transaction hashes within a block include information of other transactions. In other words, each
block is a Merkle root consisting of the hash of all the hashes of all the transactions in the block.
Displayed in Figure 5, each transaction within a block is individually hashed. Then each individual
transaction hash is coupled with another transaction hash within the block creating a new hash. This
process is repeated until a Merkle root header is obtained and included within a block. Utilizing this
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scheme, it is possible to securely verify that a transaction has been accepted by the network without
downloading the entire blockchain and

Figure 5 – Merkle Tree Expanded and Block Contents [7]
all accompanying transaction information. Consider the Merkle tree block headers as tiny transaction
‘bread crumbs. Verifying transactions using Merkle tree headers save storage space and enhancing
processing efficiency.
Security: The change of a single letter of context will cause a change of the entire fingerprint of the
block; thereby, affecting the whole context of all blocks ‘stacked’ upon this block. In order to validate
forged or pass the forged blocks as valid blocks, an attacker must find the hashes to each block faster than
the current hashing speed of the entire network. Continuing with the bitcoin example, it is virtually
impossible for individual attackers to corrupt the bitcoin blockchain without massive processing and
resource support. Even then, the corruption would be financially infeasible to maintain. The blockchain
and its security mechanisms are complex; however, only basic understanding of blockchain functionality
is needed to grasp our proposed model: Voteproject. Voteproject’s design can provide the best scalable
infrastructure to preserve U.S. election integrity and availability.

Proposed Model
This paper details an operational blockchain voting system design, and offers proof of concept using the
designed system. Voteproject makes the following contributions:
Pseudo-centralized Network Configuration: Pseudo-centralized provides the best realistic solution
considering U.S. legal and political challenges. Intended to provide minimal control to centralized
organizations, the term Pseudo-centralized accurately describes the conceptual functionality of
Voteproject and a practical approach to shifting state electoral control to the public.
Voteproject Blockchain System Design: Any Government or organization can have safe and secure
elections with minimal infrastructure. They only manage user authentication.

Pseudo-Centralized
Voteproject is a Pseudo-centralized auditable, anonymous, and scalable blockchain voting platform. In
this design, the Government (Local/State/Federal) only registers and authenticates voters and candidates.
All transaction calculation, processing, and storage are decentralized using a public blockchain.
Our design introduces separation of duties, increases voter security, and reduces the direct influence of
the Government in the transparency of the democratic election process. Thus, the prefix ‘pseudo-’ was
determined appropriate because the Government possesses only the ‘veil’ of full control while conducting
elections. As long as each voter identification and registration laws are non-standardized, state
governments still possess ample influence in the outcome of U.S. elections and it is important to
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acknowledge their power choosing or in this case, authenticating the electorate. The Voteproject
pseudocentralized design retains State user authentication controls but decentralizes the transaction
process; therefore, increasing technological security, auditability, and availability. It has the potential to
shift the balance of power back to the citizens by providing election transparency, voter accountability,
and real time public opinion data.

Design
Voteproject begins with a user operating a kiosk. The kiosk is any node within the Voteproject
decentralized network. It can be a home computer, library, or official voting booth. This feature allows for
nationwide scalability, while substantially saving taxpayer dollars by circumventing the demand for
purchasing and maintaining dedicated black box systems. Not only does this configuration save taxpayer
dollars, it would expand the voting convenience into the home of every citizen with a computer or access
to a public facility computer. Hopefully, this would increase voter participation and inject confidence into
the American democratic electoral process. When the user is ready to vote, Voteproject.py, the main
program, prompts

Figure 6 - Voteproject Decentralized Network Diagram
them with a login page. Note: this project’s purpose was to present operational success of a
Pseudocentralized blockchain voting platform.
Authentication of users is not the purpose of this report and minimal resources were allocated to the
authentication security of this project’s proof of concept. However, industry standard authentication
processes could be designed into the project including multi factor authentication and biometrics with the
creation of a mobile application. In this proof of concept, a student user is prompted to input basic
personal information. Once the information is gathered, it is sanitized and hashed together. This is sent to
the authentication server for a simple hash compare against a pre populated voter registration database
reflecting the exact user information. Upon successfully completing authentication, Voteproject generates
a new public address for the voter and requests the network to issue them a new coin. If valid, the coin is
created by the network and sent to the user’s new address. Once the address is generated and coin is
received, the user is prompted to vote by selecting a candidate's name via radio buttons. For this proof of
concept, the following election was conducted:
Choose your favorite ice cream flavor: Vanilla, Chocolate, and Strawberry.
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It is important for the audience to visualize the program reflecting actual candidate information or
referendum items. Next, the user clicks submit and the generated coin is automatically sent to the public
address of their chosen candidate. One coin equals one vote and anyone can see, in real time, the results
as they are submitted via a blockchain explorer. Once this final step is completed, the program loops
back to the login page and begins the process over again. In order to best understand the flow of
information it is important we break down each element of the network diagram and explain their
functionalities. Voteproject can be broken down into the three following segmentations:
•
•
•

The Blockchain network: Multichain
The Client Application: Voteproject.py
Authentication server

Figure 7- Voteproject TkInter Frame Structure
Blockchain Network - Multichain: The blockchain is built using the Multichain open source
software. Multichain is an “off- the shelf” platform used for the creation and deployment of private
blockchains, either within or between organizations. Its purpose is to overcome a key obstacle to the
deployment of blockchain technology in the institutional financial sector, by providing the privacy and
control required in an easy-touse package [16]. Multichain provides a cost effective solution to deploying
trusted and operational blockchain. Voteproject utilizes simple JSON commands to control and
manipulate the private blockchain created through Multichain. Figure 6 is a closer look at the
decentralized blockchain elements of Voteproject:
As previously mentioned, Voteproject leverages a blockchain explorer to display real time and transparent
electoral results. The blockchain explorer used for this project is called Multichain Explorer[17].
Blockchain explorers, also known as blockchain browsers, are tools usually web based, that provides
detailed information about a blockchain on a timed sequence. For this proof of concept, Multichain
Explorer monitors each transaction on the local client node. It uses JSON commands to request
information from the node and displays the information via localhost: 127.0.0.1. Multichain Explorer was
specifically chosen because of its direct compatibility with Multichain private blockchains.
Client Program- Voteproject.py: Voteproject.py is the main program. All other modules either is a
part of its functionality or supports its operations. Voteproject.py is coded in Python and leverages
TkInter to create the graphical user interface. The majority of program functionality is broken down into a
four frame sequence and loop. Figure 7 represents the tkinter frames and alludes to the logic embedded
within each class.
•
•
•
•

Loginpage
Authpage
Votepage
Resultspage

Authentication Server: Voteproject is a proof of concept for a blockchain voting platform. It does not
solve for secure authentication. For this proof of concept a simple unsalted hash compare table was used.
The design uses a hash compare function to authenticate voting users. Note that authentication security is
not within the scope of this proof of concept. Minimal resources were utilized to create the authentication
process.
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Figure 8 - Voteproject.py UML
However, user authentication best practices will be included in future project versions. Voteproject has
the capability to include secure practices such as salted hash tables, multifactor authentication, and
biometric technology. Prior to executing the proof of concept, a student database was created with the
following information:
•
•
•

First name
Last name
University email address

Together this information is sanitized and hashed together for authentication comparison. The voter
information is stored using MongoDB. MongoDB is an open source database that uses a documentoriented data model and is built on an architecture of collections and documents rather than rows and
columns [18]. Compatibility was the main reason MongoDB was chosen for this project. MongoDB stores
data in a binary representation called BSON (Binary JSON) [19]. The BSON encoding extends the popular
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) representation to include additional types such as int, long, date,
floating point, and decimal128. BSON documents contain one or more fields, and each field contains a
value of a specific data type, including arrays, binary data and subdocuments. Multichain operates using
JSON commands and standardizing markup data is a strong advantage to utilizing MongoDB. Another
powerful advantage of utilizing MongoDB was the swift indexing structure. MongoDB uses a system of
collections and documents.
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Figure 9 - Voteproject Database Structure
This allowed Voteproject to create a tree structure for indexing voter information. The database tree is
extremely fast and scales directly with storing United States voter information. Figure 9 presents a closer
look at the database structure of Voteproject.

Proof of Concept
The following proof of concept is a mock election for a user to select their favorite ice cream flavor, but
utilizing a Pseudo-centralized voting platform. The following figures detail the voting process from
blockchain node connection, executing the main program, and viewing real time election results.
Connections
Figure 10 displays the command [multichaind voteproject@104.131.131.93:6305] used to connect to a
local multichain node. If connection is successful, multichain issues a command for other nodes to
connect.

Figure 10 - Voteproject: Connecting to Blockchain

Main Program Execution
The program is not run in “--Daemon” because the authentication information can be shown in the
terminal. Figure 14 shows each argument (arg01-firstname, arg02-lastname, arg03-email) being
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processed, hashed and authenticated. Once authenticated, Voteproject rewards the user with a new coin.
Confidentiality best practice recommend creating a new address for each transaction. A new address
(shown in Figure 14) is an indicator a new coin was generated and sent to the user.

Results and Confirmation
After authentication is successful and a new coin is generated, the user is prompted with a new window:
Votepage. Figure 14 displays an example of the voteproject votepage window. Shifting to multichain
explorer displaying information on [127.0.0.1], Figure 15 and Figure 16 displays the news addresses and
transaction details that took place during this particular voting proof of concept.

Figure 11 - Voteproject: Committing Blocks to Explorer

Figure 12 - Voteproject: Launching Expl

Figure 13 - The local node is transformed into a real time blockchain
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Figure 14 - Voteproject: Votecoin Creation

Future Work
Our future work will orbit towards strengthening the security and increasing the convenience of using the
software.

Authentication Security
Authentication security is a chief security concern for future project iterations. As previously mentioned,
Voteproject does not address the authentication security issues. Due to lack of resources being an
academic project, authentication security was not within scope of this proof of concept and it is knowingly
flawed. Standard authentication practices already exist and are secure enough for the confidential
information of our daily and business lives. Future authentication redesigns will include multi-factor
authentication, secure transmission, salted hash tables and biometric technology.

Setup Script
In its current form, Voteproject installation requires an experienced technical user to install and operate.
There are many “moving parts” to the installation process including library dependencies, platform
version controlling, and custom command line operations. Part of the beauty of blockchain voting
systems is the increased availability of applicable voting “kiosks”. Voting systems of the future must be
simple, consistent, and available. These attributes are necessary to ensure the platform is adapted as a
national standard and decrease voter apathy during official elections. To begin this process, Voteproject’s
future work includes an “all-in-one” install script for linux systems. This change will encourage early
adoption of the platform, community interest, and decrease barriers of entry for less technical audiences.

Figure 15 - Voteproject: Multichain Explorer Transaction Logs
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Figure 16 - Voteproject: Multichain Explorer Transaction Confirmation

Figure 17 – Bitcoin Branching Process [20]

Blockchain Platform
Multichain was still relatively new when Voteproject adopted it as its private blockchain engine. When
Voteproject was implementing its software design Multichain was in its Alpha_16 version. It is currently
in Beta_1 testing. As Multichain refined its platform, Voteproject systematically experienced many of the
same “growing” pains. Redesigns and scope creep was experienced directly in part to development
changes in the Multichain platform. Also there is a lack of procedural and set up video tutorials; however,
a great repository of Multichain api and FAQ documentation is now available. Overall, Multichain is a
wonderful project and we recommend it as the best cost effective personal blockchain platform available.
Future work may include exploring additional enterprise Blockchain platforms such as IBM Blockchain
Cloud or in-house development of a Voteproject specific blockchain platform.

Conclusions
Voteproject's ultimate purpose is to inspire, influence, and empower the next generation of democratic
election technology. Our conclusions can be separated into three (3) categories: Legal and Political
Limitations, Security Concerns, and Practical Applications.
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Legal and Political Limitations
The 52 U.S. States have different election and voting laws. Standardizing State law is a big barrier to
electoral reform. Considering the US history of voter repression, politics of change may be the largest
barrier to achieving this goal. Politics being politics, the issue of bipartisanship fairness is a given. The
difficulty of providing efficient, available, and convenient access to voting systems to everyone will require
the willingness on political parties to relinquish their gerrymandering and voter repression powers. The
removal of the advantage certain political parties over other political parties that benefit from limiting
voter access will be challenged should this system be adopted. This change in the balance of power will
invite special interest groups and political establishments to resist electoral modernization efforts.
Therefore, Voteproject and any other innovative voting technology may experience deliberate barriers by
established political and economic powers.
Double Spending
As with all ledger based transaction systems, double spending is a major concern. Double-spending is the
result of successfully spending some “money” more than once, or in this case, voting multiple times.
Double spending can corrupt the integrity and public confidence of any transactional system. However,
Bitcoin has methods built in to successfully prevent this attack via timestamps, proof of work, and forking
[20]. In order to universally maintain its blockchain, Bitcoin often produces a fork (branching). A fork is a
byproduct of distributed consensus and happens anytime a block is mined at similar times by more than
one miner. Figure 17 presents an example of a fork created when a buyer attempts to double spend their
bitcoin.
Overtime the longer, “most trusted”, fork wins out and the other side is culled from the ledger and
reprocessed. Resulting in an invalid transaction and a record of incomplete funds. Note that, distributed
consensus is an algorithmic process to allow a set or network of computers to all agree on a single value
that one of the nodes in the system proposes. This discrepancy in the Blockchain is resolved when
subsequent blocks are added, making it the longest chain [21]. Simply put, the longest chain wins and the
blocks of the other side of the fork get "orphaned" (or abandoned) by the network and reprocessed after
the fork is resolved. Voteproject takes this attack very seriously and ensure to mirror Bitcoin double
spending safeguards in future iterations.
The 51% Attack
This attack is currently hypothetical and pretty straight forward. A 51% attack refers to a coordinated
effort by a malicious entity to manipulate a Blockchain network by controlling more than half of the
decentralized processing nodes. Hence the “51%” percent nomenclature is assumed. In the case of Bitcoin,
once a block is finalized (mined) it generally can no longer be altered. Due to the checks and balances in
Bitcoin such as timestamps, proof of work, and forking. However, if an entity is controlling the majority of
the computing power on the network, an attacker or group of attackers could interfere with the process of
recording new blocks. Or even go so far as preventing miners from completing blocks. This attack is
troubling to Voteproject because votes could be manipulated to produce a desired electoral outcome. As of
August 2017, cost calculations to launch and maintain a 51% attack against the Bitcoin network are the
following [22]:
•
•
•

The malicious entity would need more than 478,400 hardware units with an estimated value of
$1,004,669,000.
The electricity required to power the hardware units with electricity is estimated at $1,578,000
per day.
Producing a final total of $1,006,247,000 for the first day not including maintenance and upkeep
costs external to daily electrical consumption.

Nation States and large corporations have the financial resources to conduct a 51% attack but corrupting
the network unnoticed would be considerably difficult considering the United States’ computational and
financial resources; intelligence and technical monitoring capabilities; and public demand to maintain
election integrity. Generally, the more independent nodes within a Blockchain network, the stronger the
network. Blockchains can scale to remediate this attack vector. Note: this attack vector remains
theoretical for established blockchains such as Bitcoin. It is considered technologically and financially
infeasible for most attackers.
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Practical Applications
Even with limitations and security concerns of adapting a blockchain voting systems, it is my professional
analysis that the positive results outweigh any negatives. Practical applications and conceptual use cases
for Voteproject provides enough purpose for adoption. The following large scale applications are what we
determined as the most impactful advantages to utilizing a Blockchain voting system over the current
voting system.
Vote Reconsideration & Real Time Results: Voteproject produces real time results and inherently
consists of a transparent audit trail. Blockchain based voting systems allow for voter reconsideration. A
voter could cast, remove, or reconsider their vote during a voting cycle without compromising the
integrity of the election.
When using this technology a voting cycle could begin at the moment any candidate officially registers
their candidacy with the appropriate authorities. Because once officially registered, a public address is
generated and publicized across the blockchain network. Instantly, voters can begin casting their votes for
that candidate until the election ends on an agreed upon date (e.g. November 7th). Candidates and public
opinion often change throughout each election cycle. Accompanied with real time and true voting results
rather than the straw polls as currently used, voters would have the opportunity to reconsider their vote
based on changing circumstances. This may produce momentum for non-establishment candidates;
provide the most accurate data for analysis by all candidates, and help reduce or eliminate voter apathy
while increasing voter participation. The real time results act as an election forecast and can be used by
the candidates as a marketing tool to support their election. We believe this technical advantage to using
a Blockchain based voting system presents an invaluable asset to the democratic process.
Providing Financial and Technical Mining Incentives: As previously mentioned Blockchain
security guards against 51% attacks by relying on the quantity and integrity of independent mining nodes
and financial barrier of entry for obtaining and maintaining large scale information technology
infrastructure. In order to ensure as critical mass of mining node quantities, I propose creating financial
incentive and technological convenience for citizen mining operations. A simple tax deduction on energy
cost or subsidies for technological purchases could be provided to individual citizens and business for
assisting the democratic process. Providing individual citizen mining incentives is the best method of
ensuring the health and security of blockchain voting systems in a mixed free market economy.
Democracy in a Box: Since the 20th century, the quantity of functional democratic countries has
substantially increased compared to previous centuries throughout history. Especially for newly formed
democratic nations, the infrastructure required for conducting an election with transparency, integrity,
and nationwide availability continue to prove to be a challenge. Blockchain voting systems present a
unique solution to this issue. Consistent energy and availability of computer systems (desktops, laptops,
and smart devices) represent the first and most basic step. Then the developing democratic nation could
utilize the preexisting blockchain network to conduct their elections. This means the United States and its
allies could provide a global democratic election service to the world at minimal additional costs or
infrastructure. Developing democratic countries would have this infrastructure instantly and the global
democratic leaders can ensure not only their elections, but the entire world's elections are transparent,
secure and available. Think of Voteproject as democracy in a box. And the majority of the world already
has the “box”, they would only need to open it.
Closure: Blockchain technologies are the future. Bitcoin may not be the ultimate application of the
blockchain but, merely, its first successful user. Many industries are beginning to utilize blockchain
technology beyond its cryptocurrency applications. Public and private organizations, including technology
firms, financial institutions, supply chain industries and the State of Delaware, are using this technology.
As of August 1, 2017, a new law permits companies in Delaware, where more than two-thirds of Fortune
500 companies are incorporated, to keep their list of shareholders on a Blockchain [23]. The biggest
question is not if but when, the world will adopt Blockchains as the de facto transaction and record
keeping standard. The biggest question is not if but when, the world will adopt Blockchains as the de facto
transaction and record keeping standard, but when this adoption will occur.
In our future work, an authentication Internet-based voting scheme which can offer great convenience to
voters will be proposed. Internet-based voting has been increasingly accepted and popular for many
benefits. It saves a considerable amount of money spent on hardware, physical location maintenance and
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much more. Moreover, it will potentially allow significantly increased participation in the voting process.
Our scheme will consider better level of security and anonymity of voters than existing schemes.
Anonymity is important to guarantee fairness of the elections process such that no one is able to track
back the voter. Most importantly, the proposed scheme will allow voters to verify their votes whether they
are included correctly in the final tabulation. We will examine use of cryptographic constructs that allow a
user to anonymously authenticate him/herself to the system such as fully and partially blind signatures.
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